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Summary of Results through 3rd Quarter

<Key points (YoY)>

 Orders：+ 70.9 billion yen

 Net Sales  were on par with the previous year

 Operating Income：- 7.2 billion yen

 Net Income attributable to owners of parent： - 8.1 billion yen

• An impairment loss relating to the closing of production base and a reserve 
for litigation losses were recorded 
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Segmental Summary of Results through 3rd Quarter

<Key points (YoY) >

 Orders：Increase in 3 businesses

 Net Sales：Recovered in FMS business to the same level

 Operating Income：low level in FMS business
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FMS Results through 3rd Quarter :

The key factors of change (YoY)

＜Orders＞
FMS: +17.3 billion yen
 CT business：+ 22.1 billion yen
 Increased mainly in products. CAPEX in the downstream of oil and gas 

market recovered steadily in China and India.  And it in North America has 
gradually become active.

 Pumps business: - 6.3 billion yen 
 Custom pumps for the oil and gas market had weaker orders then CT. As 

the lead time of them is shorter then CT, it will begin recovering after CT 
recovery.

 Decreased in custom pumps for domestic public market, as investment for 
renewal and repair of social infrastructure in Japan was delayed.

＜Net Sales＞
FMS: +7.5 billion yen
 CT business: + 5.5 billion yen
 Increased mainly in products. As for S&S sales, sales ratio decreased YoY, 

but in QoQ both sales and sales ratio increased.

 Pumps Business: +3.8 billion yen 
Remained strong in standard pumps. And it increased in custom pumps for the 
domestic public sector in response to strong orders in the previous year.
＜Operating Income＞
FMS：- 6.6 billion yen
 S&S sales ratio declined mainly in CT business.
 In the CT business, an allowance for losses from orders we received at low 

margin level was recorded due to severe price competitions



 Personnel expenses increased mainly in overseas pump business
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EP Results through 3rd Quarter :

The key factors of change (YoY)
＜Orders＞
 Orders were at a high level
• Major ordered projects in Q1 and Q2:

One DBO (design, build, and operate) project, one biomass power plant 
project for private, a few O&M (operating and maintenance) projects and a
few service projects to lengthen the lifetimes of aging facilities

• Major ordered projects in Q3:
One long-term O&M project and a few services projects to lengthen the 
lifetimes of aging facilities

＜Net Sales＞
 Sales of EPC decreased, due to completion of projects

＜Operating Income＞
 Sales decreased 
 Improvement of profitability due to O&M sales ratio increase 
 A loss occurred due to withdrawal from a part of business at a 

manufacturing subsidiary in China 
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PM Results through 3rd Quarter :

The key factors of change (YoY)
＜Orders＞
 Capital investment in the semiconductor industry is strong mainly for 

memory
 Increased in both CMP and component business

＜Net Sales＞
 Increased in Component business due to orders increase
 Although sales in CMP business decreased in comparison to the previous 

year which was very high level, it still remained at a high level

＜Operating Income＞
 Almost remained flat
 Fixed costs increased mainly due to personnel and R&D expenses
 Profitability was improved in CMP business  due to a delay to Q4 of potential 

expenses for R&D projects with customers.



Summary of Projection for FY2018

We revised our full-year forecasts to reflect recent performance trends and the 
changes in the external business environment.
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FMS Projection for FY2018 :

 Orders：¥329.0 billion（+ 5 billion yen compared with the previous 
forecast）

 Net Sales：316.0 billion yen（+2 billion yen compared with the previous 
forecast ）

 Operating Income：¥10.0billion（- 3.5 billion yen compared with the 
previous forecast）

The key factors of change from the previous forecast
＜Orders＞
 Pumps business：- 5 billion yen, CT business: + 10 billion yen
 Some delays of order receipts in S&S business of pumps
Customers' capital investment tends to recover downstream in the oil and gas 
market, which is the main market of CT business
 A recovery trend of CAPEX in downstream of  oil and gas industry to which  

we provide our products and services 
＜Net Sales＞
 Pumps business：- 5 billion yen, CT business：+ 7 billion yen
 Decreased due to a decline in orders in pumps business
 In CT business,  sales increased due to a steady recovery of receipt of 

orders for products and a recovery in S&S demand.
＜Operating Income＞
 FMS：- 3.5 billion yen
 Progress was delayed in some projects of custom pumps S&S
 Additional costs occurred on a project of custom pumps because of a trouble 

to be solved



 An allowance for losses from orders we received at low margin level was 
recorded due to severe price competition in CT business

 Additional costs occurred due to due to troubles in the integration of the 
production bases of chillers business
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EP Projection for FY2018 :
 Orders：¥100 billion（+10 billion yen compared with the previous 

forecast ）
 Net Incomes：¥60.0 billion 
 Operating Income：¥5.0 billion（ -1 billion yen compared with the previous 

forecast）

The key factors of change from the previous forecast
＜Orders＞
 Revised the forecast by 10 billion yen upwards by reflecting strong orders 

level

＜Net Sales＞
 Since most of the EPCs and long-term O&M projects that we’ve received by 

Q3 will contribute to the sales after the end of this fiscal year, the forecast 
has not been changed.

＜Operating Income＞
 Revised the forecast by 1 billion yen downward mainly due to a loss which 

was caused by withdrawal from a part of business at a manufacturing 
subsidiary in China
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PM Projection for FY2018 :

 Orders：¥140.0 billion
 Net Sales：¥130.0 billion
 Operating Income：¥17.0 billion

＜Orders, Net Sales, Operating Income＞
 CAPEX in the semiconductor industry mainly in Memory remained steady
 Although there is no change in the forecast as a whole, the breakdown of 

sub-segments was modified to reflect on the changes of our customers' 
investment plan
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Outline of the Repurchase of Shares of Common Stock:

<Purpose of Repurchase of Shares of Common Stock>

 One of measures to improve ROIC aiming in the medium-term management 
plan, E-Plan2019.

 Considering the cash level and the progress of growth investment, we 
decided to repurchase the shares.

 We will place our top priority on growth investment according to the cash 
allocation policy which we stipulated in E-Plan2019.
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